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The possibility of attaching near-threshold electrons to N-terminated carbon chains, like those ob-
served in the outer envelopes of carbon-rich stars, is examined via accurate quantum chemistry orbital
structures evaluation and quantum scattering analysis of the corresponding extra-electron wavefunc-
tions at meV energies. It is shown that the differences in the signs and sizes of the permanent dipole
moments which exist for both the neutral and anionic species of the CnN series of molecules play a
significant role in suggesting or excluding possible energy paths to permanent anion formations of
cyanopolyynes, for which the cases with n from 1 to 7 are examined in more detail. © 2014 AIP
Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4891300]

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last few-years, the pure carbon clusters and their
variants formed by adding a heteroatom X, with X = H,
N, have been studied extensively by experiments and theory,
with the view of understanding the observed formation of sta-
ble anions, CnH− or CnN−.1–4 This is a series of largely lin-
ear compounds which have been repeatedly observed from
a set of initially unidentified lines in carbon-rich stars like
IRC+10216 and from further laboratory confirmations of
their origin.5–9

From the structural viewpoint, their corresponding an-
ions from neutral radicals, e.g., CnN− species, have been
also extensively investigated using high-level quantum chemi-
cal calculations.10, 11 Additionally, several recent experiments
have analysed their photoelectron spectra12 and their corre-
sponding photodetachment probabilities once the anions are
formed.13, 14

The analysis of the corresponding mechanisms for this
formation has been attempted less frequently since to put for-
ward a realistic dynamical description of the path from neu-
tral radicals, or from closed-shell chemical precursors, to the
closed-shell stable anions has been more difficult. Hence, the
recent studies have chiefly focused on the structural features
of the final products, the latter task having already been an
intriguing and complicated challenge.10, 11

The aim of the present paper is therefore that of eluci-
dating some features of the formation mechanism, or mecha-
nisms, which we here relate to the unusually large values of
permanent dipole moments which were found to exist along
the CnN− series of stable negative ions.3, 10 In particular, we
wish to analyse in some detail the bearing that such large, fi-
nal dipole moments of the stable anionic valence bound states
(VBSs) have on formation processes, chiefly among them be-
ing the direct route given by radiative electron attachment

a)Electronic mail: francesco.gianturco@uniroma1.it

(REA):
CnN + e− → CnN− + hν, (1)

keeping in mind that most of the stable, ground-state VBS
species have very large and positive electron affinities (EAs)
and therefore the large exothermicity of the process (1) could
also cause possible fragmentation via dissociative electron at-
tachment (DEA) paths:

HCnN + e− → CnN− + H (2)

the above example is a fragmentation leading to the de-
hydrogenation process, while the larger fragmentation of an
N-bearing carbon chain is given by Eq. (3):

NCnN + e− → CN + Cn−1N− (3)

which would be responsible for the production of smaller
terms in the series, whenever their EA values are larger than
that of the CN fragment.

Regarding the generation of cyanoanions, one should
also remember that more conventional chemical reactions
have also been suggested:

C−
n + N → Cn/2N− + Cn/2, (4)

C−
n + N → CN− + Cn−1, (5)

which should dominate in the outer and middle parts of a
C-rich envelope (r ≥ 1016 cm15), as well as the efficient
fragmentation of the final VBS anions after DEA attachment
processes:

CnN + e− → Cn−1N− + C (6)

a possible chemical decay which turns out to be varying
in efficiency along the series in an alternating manner with
changes of n.13

Returning therefore to the primary process (1), a phase-
space model put forward a while ago16 suggested that the ef-
ficiency of the REA path to formation of VBS anions could
be related to the phase-space distributions of the internal

0021-9606/2014/141(5)/054302/10/$30.00 © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC141, 054302-1
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rotovibrational modes of the final anion, while an even ear-
lier modeling of the process was put forward by Clary and
co-workers,17, 18 who suggested a capture approximation in-
duced by the large dipole of the molecular targets. More re-
cently, some of the present authors have carried out a more
rigorous, multichannel treatment of the quantum scattering
process implied by the lhs of Eq. (1) to obtain information on
the formation of stable anions of linear polyynes of the CnH−

type19 by relating the attachment efficiency to the correspond-
ing presence of metastable resonant states of the anions into
the continuum of the low-energy spectrum. In the latter case,
it was also suggested that the efficiency of the REA processes
for highly polar targets can be enhanced by two important
intermediate steps (i) dipole states in the near-threshold elec-
tron continuum, termed there dipole-scattering states (DSSs)
and (ii) excited anionic states very near threshold which are
known as dipole-bound states (DBSs).20, 21 The radiative sta-
bilization occurring from the DSS to the DBS state, when ex-
isting, would involve a very large overlap between initial and
final states, a very small energy dissipation gap and a large
transition moment. All such elements contribute to the occur-
rence of large REA probabilities which would now be in effi-
cient competition with autodetachment.19, 22

In the present study we intend to further investigate the
effects originating from dipole values above the known criti-
cal value of ∼1.67 D22 on the electron attachment to the first
few terms of the CnN series (n = 1 to 7), examining both the
permanent dipoles’ sequence for the neutral radicals and that
for the closed-shell VBS anions along the same series.

The work is organized as follows: Sec. II describes the
results from structure calculations at the quantum chemical
level of the several relevant properties of the two series: neu-
tral radicals and stable closed-shell anions, while Sec. III de-
scribes our scattering quantum model to generate threshold
electron wavefunctions in the meV range above the detach-
ment thresholds. The results from both sets of calculations
are reported and discussed in Sec. IV, while Sec. V present
our conclusions.

II. STRUCTURAL CALCULATIONS

For the smallest member of the series, the CN radi-
cal, there is little experimental information on its permanent
dipole, although several calculations exist on its value for the
CN(X2�+) ground state (for a recent overview of such cal-
culations see Ref. 24). Their estimates range from 2.26 to
1.44 D, the last value obtained from extensive CASSCF-
MRCI calculations,23 which come close to the fairly old ex-
perimental value of 1.47 D.24 The negative end of the dipole
is located on the nitrogen atom, so that the direction of the
dipole is negative along the z-axis which is taken to be point-
ing from the C to the N atom in the molecule. The radical’s
dipole therefore points towards the C-end of the molecule.
Upon forming of the VBS anion, however, the permanent
dipole moment strongly inverts its sign since the C-end
becomes the negatively charged part of the molecule and
the dipole value μ changes to positive at ∼0.7 D for the
CN−(X1�+) ground state (see Table I for details of the calcu-
lation).

TABLE I. A summary of computed and experimental dipole moments (in
Debye) and of Electron Affinities (EAs, in eV) for the present series of
cyanopolyynes. Those marked by [∗] are the results of the present calcula-
tions. See main text for further details.

Species μ(expt.) μ(calc.) EA(expt.) EA (calc.)

CN −1.4524 −1.38[∗] +3.8625 +3.826

−1.4427 +3.8228

−1.4728

C3N −3.6529 +4.5930 +3.611

−3.00[∗] +4.3112 +4.4029

−2.8928 +3.8228

−2.7931

C5N +0.80[∗] +4.5910

C7N +1.29[∗] +4.6110

CN− +0.69[∗]

C3N− +3.1011

+2.72[∗]

C5N− +5.2310

+4.19[∗]

C7N− +7.5410

+5.61[∗]

The vertical EA value comes from calculations and was
found to vary between 2.59 and 3.83 eV,27 close to the most
recent experimental estimate of 3.860 ± 0.003 eV.25 More
recent calculations of the zero-point EA value26 produced
3.8 eV. Thus, we see that, on forming the stable VBS anion
this molecule undergoes a marked “swing” of its permanent
dipole but does not possess a dipole value of the neutral which
can support bound, excited DBS anions. Hence, the REA sta-
bilization channel will not be able to take advantage of the
physical intermediate steps we discussed in Sec. I.

As a matter of fact, the smallness of the relevant transition
moment and the limited number of vibrational states in this el-
ement of the polyynes series have already been used to argue
against the likelyhood of the REA path to CN− formation,26

while an alternative chemically reactive route:

H− + HCN → H2 + CN− (7)

has been found in recent calculations using transition-state
theory32 to be around two orders of magnitude more efficient
at temperatures around 10–100 K.

If we now turn to the next term of the series, the
C3N(X2�+) radical, the relevant calculations for its perma-
nent dipole moment vary between 2.32 and 3.25 D29 depend-
ing on the quality of the chosen basis set expansion: the cc-
pVTZ expansion with CAS-CI correlation corrections yielded
3.655 D, i.e., well beyond the critical dipole for the forma-
tion of DBS anions.11 The dipole orientation is again along
the negative z-axis of the molecule with the negative charge
located on the nitrogen atom. Furthermore, the C3N− VBS
has an EA value from calculations to be between 3.6 and
4.4 eV11, 29 and the most reliable experimental value30 is about
4.59 eV. No experimental dipole moment is known for either
the neutral or the anionic molecules, while calculations for
the C3N−(X1�+) electronic state11 report a positive dipole
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of 3.18 D, with the negative charge located at the C-end of
the chain. Thus, on forming the VBS anion, also the C3N
radical undergoes a very marked change of its permanent
dipole, so that a supercritical value is attained for both terms
of the process within the REA path:

C3N(X2�+) + e− → C3N−(X1�+) + hν. (8)

The next longer term of the series is given by the C5N radical
species. Its experimental dipole moment is also not known,
but our ab initio calculations indicate the occurrence of an
interesting reduction of the level of polarity between its two
ends: the “through-bond” polarization of the N-atom lone
pairs reduces the positive charge on the terminal carbon atom
while also reducing the negative charge on the N-atom. The
final dipole is now much smaller (+0.80 D), and its sign is
inverted with respect to the one in the previous term of this
series. It points now towards the positive terminal N atom. On
formation of the VBS anion of the C5N−(X1�+) ground elec-
tronic state, however, the dipole moment becomes strongly
supercritical10, 12 while remaining positive; additionally, the
zero-point EA value is again fairly large at 4.59 eV,3, 10 in
keeping with the previous terms of the series. The much
larger positive μ value is now 5.23 D,10 and it is markedly
supercritical.

The “through-bond” charge polarization effects are also
confirmed by the calculations on the next term of the series,
the C7N(X2�+) radical. The permanent dipole moment of the
system remains in fact fairly small (+1.29 D) and its sign also
remains positive. The formation of C7N−(X1�+) VBS anions
once more produces a marked strengthening of the permanent
dipole, which is now strongly supercritical: 7.54 D3, 10 while
remaining positive, i.e., with negative charges on the carbon-
end of the chain. The zero-point EA value is also very large:
4.61 eV,3, 10 in keeping with all previous terms in the series
and with the large increase of the dipole value when going
from the neutral radical to the VBS, closed-shell anion. The
results discussed above are summarised by the data given in
Table I.

The above structural information is already indicating an
interesting evolution of the possible role that the permanent
dipole values of the neutral radicals could have along the
path to the anion formation by REA mechanism. From the
n = 1 to the n = 7 terms of the series, in fact, only the neu-
tral radical C3N was shown to possess a supercritical dipole
and therefore the possible role of intermediate, near-threshold
anionic states both in the continuum (the DSS configurations
mentioned earlier) and as weakly bound states, the DBS con-
figurations below threshold.

To further find, albeit qualitatively, structural reasons for
the variations of the dipole moment’s size and value along the
series of the neutral radicals, we have analysed specific fea-
tures of the MO densities associated with the highest occupied
molecular orbitals (HOMOs) of the radicals. The pictures re-
ported in the two panels of Figure 1 show such orbitals for the
first two terms of the series: the CN radical (upper panel) and
the C3N radical (lower panel).

The following comments can help us to confirm what
suggested by our chemical intuition:

FIG. 1. Computed DFT electron densities of the HOMO orbitals in the neu-
tral radical species, both in their X2�+ electronic states, of the CN molecule
(upper panel) and the C3N molecule (lower panel). See main text for further
details.

(i) both orbitals clearly show marked σ -type nature, i.e.,
their densities are largely distributed along the skeleton of
the intra-atomic bonds, with nodal planes perpendicular to
the main axis. The density of this singly occupied MO also
places the single radical’s electron on the terminal C atom, as
expected;

(ii) the presence of all the other, doubly occupied orbitals
on the N-end of the molecule (describing the nitrogen lone-
pair structure) causes the total charge to be largely located on
the more electronegative N-atom, thus making its dipole, as
discussed before, to point towards the C-end of the molecule;

(iii) the general “stiffness” of the σ -orbitals therefore
largely prevents any through-bond polarisation of the radical
electron towards the N-end of the molecule, thereby keep-
ing charges apart. Both molecules, therefore, exhibit fairly
large dipole moments controlled by standard electronegativity
differences.

The features of the computed HOMO electron densities
for the next two terms of the series are shown by the panels of
Figure 2, where the corresponding density for the C5N neutral
is given by the upper panel and that for the C7N is reported in
the lower panel.

As opposed to what was shown by the data in Figure 1,
our DFT calculations for both systems now indicate the total
electronic configurations of both radicals to be given by 2�

electronic states.
Earlier calculations10 for the lowest electronic states of

the four cyanopolyynes reported in our work had used the
expansion of Dunning’s correlation-consistent polarized va-
lence quadruple-zeta basis set (cc-pVQZ set) plus the dif-
fuse s, p, d, f, and g functions from the corresponding aug-
mented basis set (i.e., the aug-cc-pVQZ expansion) which are
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FIG. 2. Computed electron densities of the DFT HOMO orbitals in the neu-
tral radical C5N (upper panel) and in the neutral C7N (lower panel). Both
systems are in their X2� ground electronic states. See main text for further
details.

similar to the ones we have used in the present work (see
data in Table I). They have employed them within a coupled-
cluster single-double(triple) (CCSD(T)) post Hartree-Fock
treatment of the correlation corrections. We have instead em-
ployed, in the calculations reported here, the Density Func-
tional Theory (DFT) approach to correlation corrections. The
ab initio treatment of Ref. 11 indeed confirmed that the elec-
tronic ground states of the CN and C3N species are X2�+

states, while the C5N is found there11 to be still a cross-over
species with nearly degenerate 2�/2� ground states (the lat-
ter being lower in energy by ∼0.02 eV). The calculations in
Ref. 11 also find, like in our present work, a clearly 2� state
for the C7N radical and for the larger radical cyanopolyynes
up to C11N.11

Thus, we can say that our present calculations confirm
the trend shown in earlier calculations,11 and place the C5N
species already as a stable 2� state for its ground electronic
configuration. This is a reassuring result, although we are
also aware of the fact that the DFT calculations usually tend
to overstabilize radical and anionic species,21 and are also
known to underestimate the computed permanent dipoles,11

as shown in Table I.
The orbitals on the panels of Figure 2 therefore exhibit a

very clear π -like character, with nodal planes along the main
axis. Thus, contrary to the previous instances of Figure 1, the
lobes of the densities over the chain of the carbon atoms could
be more easily polarized towards the electronegative N-atom
via the so-called “through-bond” polarization effect. The re-
sult of such “charge-transfer” feature could therefore be the
reason for the changes in size and orientation of the perma-
nent dipoles of the neutral radicals, as found in our calcu-

lations of Table I for the present molecules. This is in con-
trast with what occurs in the CN and C3N species, where the
dominant σ -character of the singly occupied orbitals prevents
such polarization effects, thereby hindering charge migration
within those molecules.

In conclusion, all existing calculations on the VBS of
the ground-state, stable anions,10, 11, 27, 29 including the present
ones, find that their ground electronic states are 1�+ closed-
shell configurations. It was also found earlier, and we have
discussed these aspects in Sec. II, summarising the current
findings in Table I, that upon the attachment of the extra-
electron to the neutral radicals, the corresponding perma-
nent dipole moment “swings” to the positive direction and
increases markedly in size. This indicates that the nega-
tive charges are now localized on the carbon-end of these
cyanopolyynes and that the size of such charges greatly in-
creases from their neutral radical counterparts. We have also
found in the previous analysis that only the CN and the C3N
neutral molecules have 2� ground states, while C5N, C7N,
and all the longer CnN radicals11 exhibit 2� configurations
for their ground electronic states, with the C5N molecule be-
ing the cross-over species with a small energy degeneracy be-
tween 2� and 2� configurations.11, 12

In order to further investigate, albeit on a qualitative level,
the features of the lowest virtual orbitals of the radicals as
possible indicators of what should happen with the charges in
their corresponding anions, we report in Figures 3 and 4 the
spatial electronic densities of the lowest unoccupied molecu-
lar orbitals (LUMOs) in CN and C3N (Figure 3) and in C5N
and C7N (Figure 4).

FIG. 3. Computed electron densities of the lowest virtual orbitals (LUMOs)
for the neutral radicals CN(X2�+) and C3N(X2�+) from the DFT calcula-
tions described in the main text. Upper panel: CN; lower panel: C3N.
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FIG. 4. Same computed electron densities as those in Figure 3, but for the
C5N and C7N 2� electronic states of the neutrals. See main text for further
details.

The following comments can be made from a perusal of
the results reported in the figures:

(i) all virtual MOs which can play a role in polarization
effects, triggered by the configuration-mixing which takes
place during the electronic rearrangements occurring once
the extra-electron is attached to the initial SOMO, have clear
π*-like character along the whole series of cyanopolyynes,
in contrast with σ -like character exhibited by the singly-
occupied MOs (SOMOs) shown for the CN and C3N radicals
and discussed before;

(ii) since the additional electron, when forming the
ground-state anionic species, will double the occupation of
the SOMO which is largely localized on the C-end of the
molecule, the final charges will be now strongly located in
that region of the molecules, while the π*-like characters of
the LUMOs reported here will favour further polarization of
charges into that part of the stable anions;

(iii) the net effect will therefore be, as already found in
the previous discussion, that the negative end of the charges
will move towards the end-carbon atom and the values of the
separated charges will further increase: all stable VBS anions
therefore exhibit large dipole values pointing to the nitrogen-
end of the cyanopolyynes;

(iv) a further role of such virtual orbitals will also be that
of describing possible excited anionic states of the molecules,
where both σ and π configurations, in either singlet or triplet
states, have already been observed in earlier calculations.27, 29

In the present work, however, we shall investigate the special
features of such states only for the case where a supercritical
dipole moment exists in the neutral radical, i.e., for the C3N.

The formation of the anions via electron attachment pro-
cesses at low relative energies, as it is expected to occur in
the ISM environments with the free electrons available in
molecular clouds and in carbon rich stars,5–8 will therefore
be now analysed via actual quantum scattering calculations

of the threshold electrons from their distribution in the ISM
continuum environment.

Section III will therefore outline our computational ap-
proach to mapping the near-threshold scattered electrons
by generating them from realistic calculations involving the
present polyatomic targets.

III. THE SCATTERING CALCULATIONS: AN OUTLINE
OF THE PRESENT MODEL

Since the quantum dynamical equations used for this
study have been described in detail many times before,33 we
only present here a brief outline of it and refer the reader
interested in more details to those publications.19 The to-
tal (N+1)-electron wavefunction is constructed as an anti-
symmetrized product of one-electron wavefunctions obtained
from Hartree-Fock orbitals of the neutral ground state molec-
ular target, considering the N bound electrons in their ground-
state configuration during the whole scattering process: thus,
no core-excited resonances are allowed in our modeling. Each
of the three dimensional wavefunctions describing a given
electron is expanded around the molecular center of mass
(Single Center Expansion, SCE) so that for each of the bound
molecular electrons we have

φpμ(r, r̂|R) =
∑
�h

1

r
u

pμ

�h,i(r|R)χpμ

�h (r̂) (9)

and for the scattered particle

ψpμ(r, r̂|R) =
∑
�h

1

r
f

pμ

�h (r|R)χpμ

�h (r̂). (10)

In the above SCE representations, the superscripts label the
μth irreducible representation of the pth symmetry group
to which the molecule belongs at the fixed nuclear geome-
try R, and the subscripts refer to each of the angular chan-
nels under consideration; the radial coefficients u

pμ

�h,i for the
bound molecular electrons are numerically evaluated by a
quadrature on a radial grid. The angular functions Xpμ are
given as

χ
pμ

�h (r̂) =
∑
m

b
pμ

�hmY�m(r̂), (11)

where the coefficients bpμ

�mh were described and tabulated
earlier.34 The ensuing coupled partial integro-differential
quantum scattering equations evaluate the unknown radial co-
efficients f

pμ

�h for the (N+1)th continuum electron:
[

d2

dr2
− �(� + 1)

r2
+ 2(E − ε)

]
f

pμα

�h (r|R)

= 2
∑
�′h′

∫
dr ′V pμ

�h,�′h′(r, r ′|R)f pμ

�′h′ (r ′|R), (12)

where E is the collision energy and ε is the electronic eigen-
value for the found state energy so that k2/2 = E, k being
the asymptotic momentum of the elastically scattered elec-
tron. For a target which has an open shell electronic struc-
ture, with nocc = (N−1)/2 doubly occupied molecular or-
bitals, the static-exchange (SE) potential has the following
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form:

VSE =
M∑

γ=1

Zγ

|r − Rγ | +
n

occ∑
i=1

(2Ĵi − K̂i)

= Vst −
n

occ∑
i=1

K̂i, (13)

where Ĵi and K̂i are the usual static potential and the non-
local exchange potential operator, respectively. The singly
occupied orbital of the radical is treated instead with its sin-
gle occupancy, further considering the exchange as an av-
erage effect between singlet and triplet interaction with the
(N+1) scattering electron.19, 35 We further model the cor-
relation and polarization effects via the following optical
potential:

Vcp = Vcorr (r), r ≤ rmatch, (14)

Vcp = Vpol(r), r > rmatch, (15)

employing density related models which have been described
before for the short-range correlation effects.33 We then gen-
erate the exchange interaction with the Free-Electron-Gas-
Exchange model proposed by Hara (HFEGE36), VHFEGE :

VHFEGE = −2KF (r|R)

π

[
1

2
+ 1 − η2

4η
ln

(
1 + η

1 − η

)]
. (16)

When dealing with open-shell systems as the present case,
the electronic density ρ(r|R) is modified to treat the radical
electron as singly-occupied.35 This final potential provides
the so-called static-model-exchange-correlation-polarization
(SMECP) potential accounting for the interaction forces be-
tween the inpinging free electron and the target molecule.
The coupled set of integro-differential equations now takes
the form: [

d2

dr2
− �i(�i + 1)

r2
+ k2

]
f

pμ

�h (r)

= 2
∑
�′h′

V
pμ

�h,�′h′(r)f pμ

�′h′ (r), (17)

where the potential coupling elements are

V
pμ

�h,�′h′ = 〈
χ

pμ

�h (r̂)
∣∣V (r)χpμ

�′h′(r̂)
〉

=
∫

dr̂χ
pμ

i (r̂)V (r)χpμ

j (r̂). (18)

The numerical solutions of the coupled equations produce the
relevant K-matrix elements which will in turn yield the final
integral cross sections.33

We have further tested a different, short-range correlation
potential that has turned out to be very effective for highly cor-
relate π -systems as those in the present series. We have there-
fore employed the Vcp form suggested by Padial and Norcross
(PN37) and further employed by us in earlier studies.

The results of the present calculations, and the details of
the actual numerical treatment, will be reported and discussed
in Sec. IV.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The threshold scattering of electrons

As mentioned in the Introduction and in Secs. II and III,
we have established from structural calculations that in the
present series of cyanopolyynes, the permanent dipole mo-
ments of the initial neutral radicals indicate that only the C3N
molecule has a supercritical value of it, while the CN ele-
ment of the above series is close to 1.67 D but below that
threshold. The other longer members, e.g., C5N and C7N,
have much smaller dipoles. On the other hand, all the mem-
bers of the present series are seen to have much larger, su-
percritical dipoles when the corresponding closed-shell VBS
anions are formed. In the case of CN and C3N there is also a
marked inversion on the orientations of the final dipoles. One
should always remember, however, that this process describes
only the ground-states of the stable molecular anions, while
the dipole-driven anions will correspond to excited anionic
states, as we shall further discuss below.

In an earlier, similar study on the formation of nega-
tive ions of polyynes,19 we had analysed for several radical
systems, which had supercritical dipoles in their electronic
ground states (linear geometries), the behaviour of the scat-
tering states of threshold electron with respect to the spatial
geometry of the target atoms at the molecular equilibrium
configurations.

We are therefore analysing now the same energy range
above threshold for CN, C3N, C5N, and C7N in order to ex-
plore the effects of the long range dipole potentials on the po-
sitioning of the scattered electron with respect to the molecu-
lar equilibrium structures of the neutral radicals.

The target wavefunctions for the system were given by
DFT calculations by using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set and the
corresponding equilibrium geometries were also optimized
during the calculations at the same level: their values are given
in Table II.

The scattering calculations involved a multipolar expan-
sion of the potentials up to Lmax= 140, while the scattered
electron’s partial-wave expansion extended up to lmax = 70.
The outer integration’s radial matching was done at Rout
= 500, while the inner region, where all potentials terms of
short-range nature were included, extended up to Rin = 50.

The two panels of Figure 5 report the more nearby re-
gions of spatial shapes of the scattering electron’s wavefunc-
tions for the first two terms of the series: CN(X2�+) and
C3N(X2�+).

The calculated wavefunctions correspond to scattering
energies of 1 meV above threshold, although in both cases
a similar behaviour of the scattering wavefunctions can be

TABLE II. Optimized equilibrium geometries of the target neutral radicals.

Radical RN−C1
RC1−C2

RC2−C3
RC3−C4

RC4−C5
RC5−C6

RC6−C7

CN 1.162
C3N 1.155 1.368 1.204
C5N 1.162 1.347 1.233 1.314 1.286
C7N 1.161 1.350 1.227 1.318 1.246 1.305 1.285
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FIG. 5. Computed real parts of the scattering electron’s wavefunctions
mapped over the 3D space of the atomic configurations of the target
molecules. Top panel: CN(X2�+) as a target; lower panel: C3N(X2�+) as a
target. See main text for further details. The molecular axis has the N atom
end on the left for each molecular target. Only a partial view of the spherical
regions is presented in both panels.

observed as higher up as 100 meV or so. The following ob-
servations could be made:

(i) although the CN target was found to have a subcritical
dipole strength, we have no experimental confirmation of its
value while different computational treatments provide final
dipole values also above that threshold. This indicates that the
polar CN target could show nearly-critical dipole scattering
behaviour;

(ii) as a result of this dipole value, we notice in the top
panel of Figure 5 that the scattering wavefunction is really
dominated by the � = 1 partial-wave component as a very
large region of it is placed outside the molecule at its posi-
tive end (the carbon side) while a nodal surface indicates a
more compact region around, and close to, the C atom in the
target. Hence, in spite of the presence of many more partial-
waves being coupled to each other within the calculations, the
scattering of this near-threshold electron is dominated by the
dipole potential and it is located largely outside the molecular
space: such features are the pictorical indicators of a dipole-
scattering state (DSS) configuration, as outlined before and as
already discussed earlier by us for other systems;19

(iii) the lower panel of Figure 5 reports similar calcula-
tions for the C3N(X2�+) target in its ground electronic state.
The scattering energy is the same as before and we clearly
see the very similar behaviour of the relevant scattered elec-

tron: large localization outside the molecular framework on
the positive side of the dipole (the C-end of the molecule), a
nodal surface (from the � = 1 dominant component of the
dipole driven scattering) close to the end-carbon side, and
very little residual density of the extra electron all along the
molecular chain of bonds. Both scattering states now describe
sigma states of the anionic complex in the continuum.

The above findings thus suggest that, given the nature of
the polarity in both targets, the possibility exists that any envi-
ronmental electron in the ISM could interact with both species
in the special form reported above. This means, therefore, that
metastable anionic states could be formed in the continuum
from impinging electrons which have relative energies at the
colder end of their distribution (e.g., a few kelvin of temper-
ature). As a consequence of their special features, therefore,
one may consider such DSS configurations as now providing
new special doorways to possible anion stabilization paths, as
we shall further discuss below.

Our further calculations on the next two molecules of the
cyanopolyynes discussed in the present work are shown in
Figures 6 and 7.

The following comments could be made from results re-
ported in the first of the above figures in relation to the pos-
sible existence of DSS configurations for threshold-energy
electron scattering off C5N target molecules:

FIG. 6. Computed real part of the threshold scattering electron’s wavefunc-
tion at a collision energy of 1 meV and for the C5N(X2�+) target molecule.
The top panel shows the molecular frame along the z-axis with the N-atom
and coming out of the figure plane. Lower panel: same as in the upper panel,
but with the main axis on the figure plane and the C-end atom on the right.
The threshold scattering wavefunction is now additionally enlarged to allow
the reader to note the phase’s changes along the linear carbon chain. See main
text for further details.
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FIG. 7. Computed real part of the scattered electron’s wavefunction at a col-
lision energy of 1 meV and for the C7N target neutral radical. The two panels
are the same as in Figure 6, so that in the upper one the molecular frame is
along the z-axis with the N-atom and coming out of the figure plane. Lower
panel: same as in the lower panel of Figure 6. See main text for further details.

(i) the permanent dipole of the neutral radical has now
changed sign with respect to the previous two terms of the
series: its positive end is on the N atom while the C-end of
the molecule is the negative one. Furthermore, our calcula-
tions indicate that the size of this dipole has now reduced to
about 1/4 of the value of the C3N permanent dipole, thereby
becoming much smaller than the threshold value of 1.67 D;22

(ii) the corresponding wavefunction is therefore not pro-
duced by dominant, dipole-driven scattering potential but it is
due to also additional contributions from higher-order, short-
range multipoles which therefore play a greater role in this
system. As a consequence, we do not see it localized outside
the molecule and on the positive end of the dipole: we clearly
see, instead, that the nodal surface becomes more complicated
and seems to have � = 2 contributions around the main molec-
ular axis and along the molecular bonds;

(iii) the interplay of the different angular dependencies of
at least three partial-waves that become now important (� = 0,
1, and 2) are shown even more clearly by the view of the
present threshold wavefunction reported by the lower panel
of Figure 6. We see there that the threshold-energy wavefunc-
tion has at least two nodal surfaces and that it is brought in
closer to the molecular structure, over the sequence of molec-
ular bonds which start at the nitrogen side and along the C–
C bonds. One can therefore say that such configurations are
very close to the molecular structure and do not resemble at
all the external DSS states seen for the previous molecular
targets.

That a similar behaviour is also carried over to the next
larger molecule of the cyanopolyyne series could be seen
from the additional calculations for the threshold scattering
wavefunction of the metastable anion for the C7N as given in
Figure 7.

As discussed before, we have seen that the permanent
dipole moment of this neutral radical remains positive and
therefore indicates the carbon end as negatively charged.
Furthermore, the “through-bond” polarization that we had
mentioned before is also occurring in this molecule, so that
its dipole is now smaller and points to the N-end of this
cyanopolyyne. The corresponding near-threshold scattering
wavefunction (real part) of Figure 7 resembles that observed
in Figure 5: in fact, it seems to accumulate on the nitrogen
side (the positive side) of the molecule, as additionally ex-
pected. Thus, the higher terms of the multipolar potential are
also playing an important role here and contribute as much as
the dipole-charge interaction. As a result of it, we see that the
scattering electron’s wavefunction now accumulates along the
bonds inside the carbon chain and exhibits additional nodal
surfaces due to the role of the � = 2 contributions to the
partial-wave description of the threshold electron.

In conclusion, we see from the above calculations that
only the C3N− and the CN− systems can give rise to
metastable anionic states above threshold that have all the
features of dipole-driven scattering states. Such intermediate
configurations could therefore play a significant role in REA
processes into the next intermediate anion below threshold:
the DBS states. However, we have discussed earlier that the
CN molecule has a dipole moment below the critical value
and therefore the existence of a DBS configuration for a
bound anion have not in fact been found.

B. The search for dipole-bound states of C3N−

Earlier calculations on the CN− and C3N− systems about
the possible existence of bound, excited anions which could
be described as DBS configurations28 indicated that the neu-
tral radicals possess a supercritical (C3N) and nearly critical
(CN) dipole moment but also suggested that neither molecule
exhibits an excited anionic state which could be described as
a dipole-driven bound state. On the other hand, similar cal-
culations by Harrison et al.27, 29 confirmed the lack of such
states for CN−, but found, however, that the C3N− has indeed
a series of four 3�+ excited anions, the least bound of which
exhibits a binding energy of 1.2 meV, well above the other
three triplet states of � character which they also listed be-
tween their highest excited state and the VBS anion at around
4 eV of binding energy (see Table VI in Ref. 30). They also
found a 1�, 3� state with a binding energy of 0.3 meV (see
Table VI in Ref. 30). No mention of their possible DBS nature
was made in that work. The LUMO maps given by our DFT
calculations reported by Figures 3 and 4 could qualitatively
represent some of these possible excited anionic states, like
those discussed in Ref. 29.

The results from our present calculations for the DBS
wavefunction of the C3N−(3�) electronic configuration are
reported by Figure 8. They show the spatial form of the extra
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FIG. 8. Spatial distribution of the bound, singly-occupied MO for the excited
anion produced by the calculations of a DBS state. See main text for further
details.

electron now weakly bound to the C3N molecule. The weakly
bound electron’s wavefunction is clearly shown to be essen-
tially the same as in the DSS state involving the scattering
electron off the neutral radical, as given by the lower panel of
Fig. 5. We further find that the nuclear geometry is essentially
the same in both molecules since such attached electron
hardly modifies the spatial stabilization of the molecular
atoms. The energy value was obtained from ROHF calcu-
lations which made use of a large basis set (aug-cc-pVTZ)
to which we added an additional string of diffuse functions
given by an even-tempered basis set with exponents produced
via the formula 2 × 105 × (3.2)n, with n = 2, 7, as already
discussed and employed in our earlier work.19 These calcu-
lations, besides providing the spatial indicator of a DBS state
as shown in Fig. 8, yielded a binding energy for that diffuse
electron of 0.33 meV not far from the earlier estimates of 1.2
meV for the binding energy of the extra electron in the excited
anion29 as already discussed above. In that work, however, the
MRCI-CC calculations did not allow to produce similar spa-
tial maps of the relevant MO’s, so that no reference was made
to their possible nature as weakly bound DBS anionic state of
the C3N− system. One should note again the strong similarity
between the bound wavefunction of the DBS electron of
Figure 8 and the DSS state of a threshold electron reported
for the same molecule in the lower panel of Figure 5. This
specific feature of these two extra electrons above and below
the energy threshold will be further discussed in Sec. V.

V. PRESENT CONCLUSIONS

In the present work we have analysed the links existing
between specific structural properties of a series of N-bearing
carbon chains (the cyanopolyynes) and their possible paths to
formation in the ISM and in the outer regions of carbon-rich
stars as stable anionic molecules.

The work has been focused on the feasibility of the for-
mation mechanism by direct radiative electron attachment
reactions,

CnN + e− → CnN− + hν, (19)

and we have looked at the role that the permanent dipole mo-
ments of the initial radical partners could have in stabilizing
the ground-state VBS anions of the title molecules, in suc-
cessful competition with auto-detachment channels.

The structural calculations reported in Sec. II have re-
vealed that only the C3N member of the series has a su-
percritical (>1.67 D) permanent dipole in its (2�+) neutral
ground state. The smallest member, the CN partner, has a
near-critical dipole depending on the quality of the compu-
tations employed (see Table I). Furthermore, all calculations
on the corresponding closed shell anions CnN− indicated that
the VBS anionic states have very large, supercritical dipole
moments, with the negatively charged regions around the ter-
minal carbon atoms.

Our results indicate that, upon electron attachment to
the initial neutral radicals the systems undergo marked
structural changes which are strongly linked with elec-
tronic rearrangement effects, occurring during the transition
from neutral radicals to closed-shell, valence-type anionic
structures.

The confirmed existence, for all the systems considered,
of rather large and positive EA values further indicates that
in cyanopolyynes a substantial amount of energy release is
expected to take place on the formation of VBS structures.
When such a feature is also tied up with the computational ev-
idence of the existence of metastable resonant anionic states
fairly high-up in the energy continuum (e.g., see Refs. 27 and
29) and not near threshold, then it becomes plausible to expect
that direct REA paths would be likely to induce bond break-
ing effects into smaller species or to be causing very small
transition probabilities as for CN−.26

The additional quantum dynamical calculations that we
have carried out for all the title systems in Sec. IV indicate
a realistic alternative for the path to the anionic formation in
the ISM: the presence of threshold scattering states in cases
when the radical’s permanent dipole is larger than the critical
threshold of 1.67 D.20, 21 Such states are describing an outer
electron within the metastable anion which is very similar in
shape, angular structure and location, around the neutral part-
ner, as an excited, anionic bound state below threshold which
identifies the presence of a DBS state.

Thus, the present physical scenario allows us to con-
clude that those polar radicals which satisfy the supercriti-
cal conditions of their permanent dipoles possess a more ef-
ficient path to VBS formation: the formation of intermediate
near-threshold anions (above and below the energy threshold)
which the continuum electron can easily employ for highly
efficient REA paths. Such intermediate states reach then by
intramolecular vibrational relaxation (IVR) processes the fi-
nal VBS anion with the less likely occurrence of molecular
fragmentations. The latter step is the one invoked in the ear-
lier phase-space models16 and in our resonant intermediate
models,19 one that is here indicated to occur in competition
with the autodetachment from an excited bound state of the
anions (their DBS configurations). Of the molecules exam-
ined in the present work, we have shown that only the C3N
radical has the necessary features for following the present
path to stabilization via intermediate anions, as graphically
described in Figure 9.
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FIG. 9. Schematic view of the electron attachment process into a VBS an-
ionic configuration for the case of the C3N− system. The expected form of
the transition dipole moment is indicated on top of the scheme. See main text
for further details.

In the same figure we also outline the qualitative form of
the transition dipole moment (TDM) coupling operator asso-
ciating the initial and final anions as the relevant intermediates
to the VBS formation.

One should also add here that, although we have shown
that the CN molecule could have DSS configurations above
threshold, that system does not have intermediate DBS an-
ions and therefore its corresponding TDM, as already shown
in Ref. 26, is too small to efficiently compete with the au-
todetachment channels. Furthermore, our recent analysis32 of
reaction (7) has shown the latter to be a more efficient alter-
native to the direct REA process of Eq. (1).

In conclusion, therefore, our present study has shown the
important role played on anionic stabilization process by the
permanent dipole moments of the neutral, radical partners.
Our calculations indicate that the formation of metastable, ex-
cited anions near the energy threshold of the incoming elec-
trons (above and below that threshold) could provide efficient
intermediate steps on the path to forming the stable anionic
VBS configurations observed in the ISM for such molecules.
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